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When Europeans began to explore the world in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, they encountered ways of life more exotic than any they could have imagined. They saw no churches, no signs of the organized worship to which they were accustomed, and they concluded that the newly discovered peoples lacked religion. Because the Europeans didn’t understand the cultures they confronted, the native rituals seemed pointless, and practices such as scalping, headhunting, and cannibalism seemed downright barbaric—further proof of the absence of religion among “primitive” peoples.

This early attitude has been replaced by an awareness of the richness of religious life in all human cultures. Absence of organized religion is no longer taken to indicate absence of religious sensibility, and an understanding of the diversity of beliefs about souls and spirits has led to an awareness that many of the actions of non-Western traditional peoples are guided by religious values. Rituals may serve as a means of contacting supernatural beings, including deceased ancestors of a community, on whom the smooth running of daily life is thought to depend.1 Scalping and headhunting take on new meaning when it is realized that, for many peoples, the soul is located in the head.2 Cannibalism, also, often finds its rationale in religious beliefs. The Aztecs, for instance, cut the hearts out of sacrificial victims and offered them as nourishment to the Sun God, then tossed the mutilated bodies down the pyramids to be picked up, cooked, and eaten in ceremonial banquets by their families and friends.3

But if it is true that all human societies have religion, it is also true that religious beliefs and practices vary tremendously. Religion’s many attributes make it notoriously difficult to define, and each author must chose a definition that suits his or her purposes. I use “religion” to refer to beliefs in and practices related to unseen forces or beings that are thought to play instrumental roles in people’s lives. These are the aspects of religion that are most salient in the traditional societies studied by cross-cultural researchers.

These studies may be divided broadly into those that are concerned with religious beliefs and those concerned with religious practices. Under the heading of religious practices I include practitioners (priests, shamans, witches, and so forth) and the altered states of consciousness in which many of them perform. My definition of religion subsumes many areas of magic—that is, actions intended to influence other people or the physical world by some nonmaterial means, and I will sometimes refer to magico-religious beliefs, practices, or practitioners.4
In writing about “traditional peoples,” “traditional societies,” and “traditional cultures,” I am following the usage of Alice and Irvin Child in their book *Religion and Magic in the Life of Traditional Peoples*. Traditional cultures are those that “have developed in the absence of writing and which have been perpetuated by oral and behavioral traditions alone.” Traditional societies include the tribal societies of Africa, Asia, Australia, and North and South America.

As we shall see, there are both universals and variations in the religious beliefs and practices of traditional peoples.

---

**Religious Beliefs**

In traditional societies, survival after death is conceived not as immortality but merely as continuing existence (in spirit form). There is variation in how important the surviving spirits are, what sort of character they have, and what role they play in the ongoing life of the community. Individual skepticism notwithstanding, however, almost all cultures of which we have knowledge hold some belief in survival.

Many traditional cultures also include beliefs in reincarnation, although for them there is no necessary contradiction between continuing survival and reincarnation. This is because the soul is not conceived of as a unitary and indivisible thing. There may be a plurality of souls, each with a different destiny at death, or else the spirit of the deceased may split up, the resultant parts going different ways.

Traditional societies also universally (or almost universally) believe in a host of other supernatural beings, such as nature spirits, demons, and gods. About half of such societies seem to have high gods of the sort found in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.

---

**Ancestor Spirits**

Ancestor spirits are the spirits of deceased members of a community, or more specifically, of a particular family group or clan. In some societies, ancestor spirits play important roles, whereas in
others they are neglected and soon forgotten. What makes for such variation?

Guy Swanson, who believes that religious beliefs reflect the social order, suggests that we look at the number of sovereign kinship groups present in a society to explain the importance of ancestor spirits. A sovereign group is a group that has jurisdiction over some sphere of social life. Nuclear families are always sovereign groups, but there may be larger kinship groups (lineages, clans) or territorially-based groups (villages, chiefdoms, states). Swanson reasoned that because ancestor spirits as a rule are contacted by and have influence over their living kin, they would be found in societies where sovereign kinship groups larger than the nuclear family are based on kinship principles. Swanson regarded the nuclear family itself as too ephemeral to provide the long-term structure necessary for ancestor spirits to become meaningful. Indeed, he found that when he ruled out the nuclear family, the more sovereign kinship groups there were in a society, the more active the ancestral spirits were.\(^{11}\)

---

**High Gods and Monotheism**

Many societies have a plurality of gods, with no one more important than the rest. In other societies, one god stands out. And in yet other societies there is only one god, as there is in most of the religions in our own society.

Swanson investigated this variation, using his concept of sovereign groups. High gods have primary jurisdiction over all events in the world, whether or not they created it. If gods reflect the social order (as Swanson believes they do), we might expect to find a high god whenever a sovereign group is concerned with creating diverse events or bringing order to them. These conditions are best satisfied when a society is relatively complex—that is, when there is more than one sovereign group.

Swanson found high gods present where there were three or more sovereign groups, but absent where there were fewer than three sovereign groups.\(^{12}\) This finding has been qualified by other studies, however. Swanson was concerned with political variables alone, but a series of studies have shown that economic variables must be taken into account also. In particular, a society’s subsistence practices (the ways it goes about getting or rais-
ing food) predict the presence of high gods at least as well as the number of sovereign groups.¹³

The Malevolence and Benevolence of Supernatural Beings

*Ghost Fear*  As noted, belief in the survival of the dead is nearly universal, if not universal, in human societies. Ghosts are variously conceived as the surviving spirit of the dead, as only a portion of that spirit, or as the spirit in the first few days after death before it has begun its journey to the land of the dead.

In many places, ghosts are feared because they are thought to bring illness or death. The Navaho are famous for their fears of the dead. When a Navaho dies, his or her body is carried out of the house through a hole knocked in the south wall (the direction of evil). The house may be abandoned or even torn down, to prevent the ghost from finding its way back home.¹⁴ In other societies there is no such fear, or the fear is not as pronounced. The Navaho’s Hopi neighbors, for example, think that in the first four days after death the spirit of the deceased hangs around the house. Then, after the appropriate rituals have been performed, the spirit travels on to the land of the dead and there is no need to worry any longer.¹⁵

How are we to explain these variations? Why do people in some societies have a great fear of the dead, whereas in other societies they have little or no fear?

As it turns out, the beliefs are related to childrearing practices. “Love-oriented” (noncorporeal) techniques of punishment, as opposed to physical punishment, and relative neglect of infants predict ghost fear. In the first instance, this may be because love-oriented techniques inhibit aggression, whereas physical punishment leads to outwardly directed aggression. The more a society favors love-oriented punishment, the more ambivalent the feelings toward the parents, and thus the greater the fear of the dead.¹⁶ Societies that are relatively neglectful of infants may have greater fear of the dead because during the period in which the infant lies unattended it begins to develop an active fantasy life, which is reinforced when the caregiver finally appears.¹⁷

A different sort of study found that in societies with ghost
fear, surviving spouses were particularly likely to remarry. The researchers speculate that ghost fear motivates the survivors to engage in ceremonial acts and thought processes that free them from their ties to the deceased. In other words, the greater fear leads the bereaved to do things that help them work through their sense of loss and move on with their lives.18

**Attitudes about Other Supernatural Beings** Ghosts are only one of the types of supernatural being recognized by traditional societies. Unlike ghosts, however, which are thought to be either neutral or evil in their attitudes and influences, these other supernaturals may be benevolently inclined toward the living. They may help out by keeping people out of harm’s way, by ensuring that crops will grow, that the hunt will be successful, and so on.

In many if not most societies, the same supernatural beings may be either malevolent or benevolent, depending on circumstance, but societies may nevertheless be contrasted in terms of which aspect receives more emphasis. Again, these differences have been shown to be related to childrearing.

Malevolent gods appear in societies with punitive childrearing practices, whereas benevolent gods appear in societies with nurturant childrearing practices.19 Similarly, in societies in which there is parental acceptance during childhood, the gods are benevolent, whereas in societies in which there is rejection, the gods are malevolent.20 Presumably this is because the gods, as supernatural protectors, perform the same role as the parents, and the feelings toward the parents (love, respect, fear) are projected onto the character of the god.

---

**Reincarnation**

Roughly half of the world’s traditional societies have, or are reported to have had, reincarnation beliefs.21 These beliefs are strongest and most prevalent today in West Africa and northwestern North America.22 But the reincarnation beliefs of traditional societies are very different from those we are accustomed to hearing about from Hindus and Buddhists.

One of the biggest differences between traditional reincarnation beliefs and those of the great Eastern religions is the former’s lack of concern with karma. The law of karma holds that one’s actions in one’s present and previous lives help to condition the
circumstances of one’s future lives. A murderer, for instance, might be reborn a pauper or, worse, a subhuman animal. Traditional societies are not concerned with such moral problems, and stipulate only a connection of spirit between lives.23

Another major difference is whether or not humans can be reborn as animals. There is no question in the Eastern religions that they can, but this belief is absent in the majority of traditional societies with reincarnation beliefs. Moreover, when both beliefs appear in traditional societies, they are rarely joined together in a single cycle. People may be reborn as animals, but this does not mean that after the animal life they will be reincarnated as humans.24

The Tlingit Indians of Alaska, who trace kinship through the mother’s line, expect to be reborn to a female relative. They sometimes decide before they die which relative they want to return to, and tell that person to expect them. Like many traditional peoples, the Tlingit have a variety of ways of identifying which relative is reborn in a baby. Pregnant women, their husbands, or other close relatives may dream of the incoming spirit, and newborn babies are routinely checked for birthmarks or other physical marks that may act as clues. Barring various signs, a baby may be taken to a shaman or other sensitive for identification. When the identification has been made, the baby may be given the name of the person it is supposed to have been.25

For traditional peoples like the Tlingit, being reborn as human allows one to reenter the social order in a way one cannot do as an animal. Children are often named after the people of whom they are supposed to be the reincarnations. Since names typically are the property of clans, it is no surprise that reincarnation is in the clan as well. Furthermore, reincarnation is related to inheritance in the clan and to hereditary succession to the office of community headman.26 One interpretation of these findings is that inheritance and succession rules are arranged so that a person can have in a future life possessions and status enjoyed in the present life.27

**RELIGIOUS PRACTITIONERS**

**AND PRACTICES**

By *religious practices* I mean activities humans engage in that relate to unseen forces and beings. Such activities include healing and divination, witchcraft and sorcery, and the propitiation or
worship of ancestors. Religious practitioners are specialists in these practices, though they do not necessarily engage in them full time or for financial reward.

Closely related to religious practice are altered states of consciousness, and I review the research on this topic first. Then I take up magico-religious practitioners, sorcery and witchcraft, and finally, ancestor worship.

**Altered States of Consciousness**

Much that we know about altered states of consciousness (ASCs) cross-culturally derives from classic studies conducted by Erika Bourguignon and her students. Bourguignon is concerned with ASCs that are institutionalized and culturally patterned. These almost always express sacred values and are given a variety of supernatural explanations. She has found that as many as 90 percent of the world’s societies employ some sort of institutionalized ASC.28

Bourguignon draws a distinction between trance and possession trance. Trance refers to an ASC that does not entail loss of memory or the displacement of personality, whereas possession trance refers to an ASC in which the normal personality is replaced by a spirit entity.29 The !Kung, who live in the Kalahari Desert in South Africa, enter ecstatic trance, which may facilitate the work of healers. However, the healers are not considered possessed. On the other hand, the Ashanti of Ghana, in West Africa, believe in a variety of gods who possess shamans and mediums and through them transmit their wishes to the society.30

Possession trance is represented in about 75 percent of societies with institutionalized ASCs, but the distribution of trance and possession trance is not random. Trance is found most often in the simplest societies and possession trance in more complex societies.31 A study of possession trance in sub-Saharan Africa found it present especially in societies with stratified social classes and a high degree of social differentiation.32

Thus, there may be a cultural evolutionary association with trance types, possession trance appearing later than trance. This suggestion is borne out in another study, which found possession trance to be more likely in complex societies that practice agriculture, and trance (without possession) more likely in simpler socie-
eties without agriculture. Societies with both forms of trance fell somewhere in the middle on complexity and subsistence variables.\textsuperscript{33}

---

Magico-Religious Practitioners

Michael Winkelman has used cross-cultural comparisons to identify types of magico-religious practitioners. Like Bourguignon, he has worked out an evolutionary model that relates practitioners and trance types to societal complexity and subsistence variables. His model is consistent with Bourguignon’s, though it is a good deal more complex.

Winkelman identifies six different practitioner types that cluster into three groups—Shamans, Healers, and Mediums; Priests; and Sorcerers and Witches. The terms are capitalized to signal that they refer to formally described types of practitioner.

Shamans go into trance and call upon animal spirit allies to aid them. Shamans are found in hunting and gathering societies with, at best, only local political integration. Healers control supernatural power, but do not go into trance. They generally are found in sedentary agricultural societies that are politically well integrated. Mediums differ from Shamans and Healers in that they become possessed by spirits rather than simply making contact with them through ASCs. They are also predominantly women, whereas the other types are mostly men. Like Healers, Mediums are found in sedentary agricultural societies that are politically well integrated.

Winkelman’s second group is composed of Priests. The Priest’s role is to provide protection and purification. Priests receive their power from superior spirits or gods, but they do not go into trance and have no direct control over the spirit world. They are found in sedentary agricultural societies, and are invariably male. Sorcerers and Witches, which form the third major category, are found in sedentary agricultural societies with some social stratification. They may be either male or female.\textsuperscript{34}

Many of the more complex societies have more than one type of practitioner. Nevertheless, the patterns of association between practitioners and the societies in which they are found suggest a general evolutionary development. The original Shaman’s role becomes differentiated as nomadic and egalitarian hunting and gathering societies undergo sociocultural evolution to become politically integrated and socially stratified sedentary agricultural
societies. But Winkleman goes further than this. He relates the practitioner types to ASCs, and ASCs to social structure.

Winkelman’s data suggest that all societies have some ASC training for magico-religious practitioners. However, some practitioners make more use of ASCs than others. Shamans and Mediums employ trance induction procedures, as do many Healers and Priests. But with rare exceptions (for instance, the Aztec Priest), the use of trance by these last two figures is minor. Moreover, as political integration increases, the tendency for the Priest to have an involvement in ASCs decreases. Overall, the extent of use of ASC induction decreases as societies become more complex and better integrated politically. There is also a shift in induction methods, from hallucinogenic plants in small-scale hunting and gathering societies, to alcohol in more complex, politically integrated societies.35

Although Winkelman has done the most work on magico-religious practitioners, he is not alone. Another study sought to explain why women are so often excluded from religious roles, especially as shamans and priests, and as participants in religious activities. Of the competing theories tested, only one was supported. The amount of resources produced and controlled by a marginalized group (like women) turned out to determine the social position of the group. In other words, where women were in charge of farming or contributed most of the food, they were the most likely to be religious specialists or to participate in religious rituals.36

---

**Sorcery and Witchcraft**

It is difficult to distinguish between sorcery and witchcraft. Societies like the Azande of eastern Africa, which do make the distinction, are rare. For the Azande, sorcerers consciously direct magical acts to evil ends, whereas witches do so only unconsciously.37 Most societies do not make such clear distinctions, and cross-cultural researchers have usually treated sorcery and witchcraft as a single category (sometimes calling it sorcery and sometimes witchcraft). The key element is the use of either magic or supernatural spirit helpers to bring about desired ends, often with ulterior motives.

Like other religious beliefs and practices, sorcery and witch-
craft vary in prominence. How can this variation be explained? One idea is that sorcery and witchcraft function to control behavior in societies which lack central authority. Where there is no government to make laws and enforce them, retaliation is the primary means of maintaining customary law and order, and retaliation takes the form of either direct physical violence or sorcery. This is the case, for instance, in Paiute Indian society, where social control is administered by the extended family. On the other hand, where central authority is more developed, we can expect to find less concern with sorcery and witchcraft.

In the absence of a germ theory of illness, many traditional societies evoke sorcery and witchcraft to explain why people become sick. If sorcery and witchcraft are related to social control along the lines just described, then explanations of illness in terms of sorcery and witchcraft should be most prevalent in societies which lack central authority to settle disputes and punish offenses. In fact, this is what one study found.

Other studies have sought different ways of explaining variations in the prevalence of sorcery and witchcraft. One study predicted that sorcery and witchcraft accusations would be more prominent in societies in which co-wives in polygynous families (where a man has several wives) lived close to one another than in societies in which they lived farther apart. Co-wives living closer together could be expected to be more jealous of each other. The prediction was confirmed.

Sorcery has also been examined from a psychoanalytic perspective, looking once again at childrearing practices. John Whiting and Irvin Child found a strong relationship between the belief that sorcerers could cause illness and the severity of the punishment for aggression in childhood. They also found support for Freud’s explanation of paranoia as a defense against sexual anxiety, fear of sorcery and sorcerers standing in for paranoia.

Whiting returned to the problem in a later study, looking for other factors that predicted belief in sorcery. He found one in the postpartum sex taboo, which bars sexual intercourse between husband and wife for a period of time (commonly for a year or more) after the birth of a child. Previous studies had linked the length of the postpartum sex taboo to the amount of time mothers spent sleeping alone (without their husbands present) with their infants. According to the theory, male children were unconsciously seduced by their mothers, increasing their sexual anxiety and thus their paranoia. Sorcery beliefs could reflect this paranoia.
Ancestor Worship

In many societies, the spirits of dead relatives (ancestors) are propitiated in some way. Although called “ancestor worship,” practices of this sort are not strictly worship at all. Propitiation involves things like offering food and carrying out rituals to keep the spirits happy. The idea is that as long as they are content, the ancestors will help look out for home and community, but if they become annoyed at the way they have been treated, they can show their displeasure by bringing on illnesses, accidents, or bad weather. This is a two-way street, however, and the spirits may be scolded if they do not live up to their part of the bargain.43

So-called ancestor worship is especially well developed in equatorial Africa, where ancestors are fed and tended at shrines. For the Onitsha Igbo of Nigeria, these shrines take the form of ancestral houses, built around open-air interior courtyards. Each village (which is ideally also a patrilineage) has its own ancestral house. Inside is a throne, on which the lineage head sits each morning. At his feet are placed objects representing the ancestor spirits, personal gods, and other supernaturals, to which he appeals on behalf of himself and his family.44

In some societies people propitiate their own ancestors only. In other societies, many persons propitiate the ancestors of a descent line not their own in the belief that these spirits, also, have power over their lives. Ancestor worship of both types is found most prominently in societies where kinship is traced exclusively through either the father or the mother, but not both (as in our society).45 Ancestor worship involving so-called superior ancestors, on the other hand, occurs most frequently in societies in which villages are bound together in a political federation under a common chief. In this case, it is the ancestors in the chief’s descent line that are propitiated.46

SUMMARY

Can we conclude anything general from the diversity of cross-cultural studies of religion? Attentive readers may have noticed a recurrent pattern: the tendency for religious beliefs and practices to
change with growing complexity in social organization and subsistence strategy.

Small-scale nomadic hunting-gathering societies are characterized by relative disinterest in ancestor spirits and reincarnation. They are likely to have a single magico-religious practitioner, the Shaman, who enters trance (but not possession trance) through the use of hallucinogenic plants.

Societies with more pronounced lineages, which organize people according to whether they are descended from a common ancestor through the mother or the father, are likely to have stronger beliefs in ancestor spirits and reincarnation. Where ancestors are propitiated, however, these tend to be ancestors of one’s own lineage.

With agriculture and increasing social and political complexity come increasing specialization among magico-religious practitioners, the use of possession trance by some practitioners, and the use of alcohol as opposed to hallucinogens in trance induction. Where ancestors are propitiated, these may include not only one’s own lineage ancestors but also the ancestors of the chief who presides over several villages. There is more likely to be belief in a high god than in less well developed societies.

Does this mean that religious beliefs and practices have evolved in an orderly way? Maybe, but many anthropologists reject the idea of sociocultural evolution. Like Swanson, these scholars hold that religious beliefs reflect social organization. They recognize different types of social organization, but believe these are responses to particular environmental situations and cannot be ordered in an evolutionary way—that is, there is no necessary progression from hunting and gathering to agriculture, from a nomadic existence to a sedentary one, and so on. The possibility of a common social and cultural base from which all societies evolved is not addressed.

How do religious beliefs arise? Or, to phrase the question in evolutionary terms, how did religious beliefs arise in the first place? For Swanson, religious beliefs are reflections of the social order. For Whiting, they spring from childrearing practices. Another point of view is represented by a study called “Alliance and Ritual Ecstasy: Human Responses to Resource Stress.” The authors argue that interband alliances between hunting and gathering groups, formed at times of stress in subsistence resources, fostered ecstatic trance. They depict ecstatic trance as an intense emotional bond that works to maintain alliances at the same time
as it leads to apprehensions of spirits and deities. Given the historically early existence of hunting and gathering groups, this would imply that beliefs in spirits and deities have been a part of human culture for many millennia.\textsuperscript{50}

We have also seen that some religious beliefs and practices relate to childrearing practices. Childrearing is implicated in the attitudes toward ghosts and other supernatural beings, predicting whether ghosts are feared and whether other gods and spirits are perceived as benevolent or malevolent. Punitive childrearing practices also predict beliefs in sorcery. In all cases, the more punitive or restrictive childrearing practices are related to the darker beliefs.

These two major themes are nicely summarized in a study called “Religiousness Related to Cultural Complexity and Pressures to Obey Cultural Norms.” This study found that both beliefs in high gods (using Swanson’s definition) and religious practices (such as rituals) were correlated with measures of cultural complexity. The more complex the society, the more likely it was to have high gods and rituals. Moreover, high gods and rituals were related to pressures on children to conform to the norms of their culture. The more pressure there was to conform, the more likely a society was to have these beliefs and practices.\textsuperscript{51} But what does all this mean? We know that much about religion is linked to sociocultural complexity\textsuperscript{52} and to childrearing, but we do not yet know how to explain these connections.

Do childrearing practices change with increasing complexity in political organization and subsistence strategy, perhaps because the requirements of adulthood have changed? Will we ultimately be able to link variations in all religious beliefs and practices to variation in childrearing? If so, how might this relate to the hypothesis that religious beliefs originated in ecstatic trance and other experiential events? These are questions for which we do not have answers.

---
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